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Hints for Choosing Your Book Title
Choosing book titles is
more challenging than
choosing the names of
children.
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• Does the title point
to the major idea in
your work?
• Clue the reader
about the content.
Mysterious?
Serious? Funny?
• Strongest first,
weakest in the
middle and
unexpected at the
end.
Add a sub-title. Our ‘Difficult Personalities: A Practical Guide to
Managing the Hurtful Behaviour of Others ( and maybe your own!)
was a sub-title compromise between co-authors. That became
‘Difficult Personalities’. Long titles get shortened by readers anyway.
Avoid generic titles like ‘My Memoir’ or Mum’s Story.
Be imaginative. Could you use a number or a symbol in the title . Just
check you can say it. $ or * might be a problem.
Say it aloud. Is the meaning clear or do the words run into each other?
Often three words work where the third is unexpected. E.g. Dates,
Data and Dead-Ends.
Can the reader ‘picture’ the title or is it just a bland saying which is
easy to forget like ‘ It’s all right.’
A single word title rather than an ultra long title is easier to design on
the page or cover. Then your author name will fit on too.
Ambiguous titles like ‘Fake I.D.’ where all meanings apply are good
value. Use a dictionary or thesaurus to check if you’re unsure.
Make it a question.
Don’t copy an existing title by another writer. Confusing but not
illegal.
Unless the major character has an unusual name, don’t use that for the
title. ‘Sam’ doesn’t tell you much about the story but Serendipity Q.
a.k.a. Smith, might.
Suggest an underlying conflict , drama or the unexpected. e.g. ‘My
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Most Embarrassing Moment.’
Focus on the theme or major idea thread in the story. For non-fiction
‘Weevils in the Flour’ is a squirmy title which you’ll remember.
Have a positive title. Generally a title with NO in it, doesn’t work,
but I’ve found that ‘Writing a Non- Boring Family History’ works
because it is unexpected. It’s the ‘Non-Boring’ gets the reader in.
A single title like ‘Skinzipped’ suggest sub-text of something going
wrong.
Factual or inspirational book needs an informative title e.g.’ Complete
Your Book in a Year’

Don’t panic if you haven’t got a title by the final draft. Often inspiration
will come while you’re doing something else.
Hi Tech: Low Life I like this title, but haven’t got a story to go with it
yet.
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